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Single-cell sequencing data reveal widespread
recurrence and loss of mutational hits in the
life histories of tumors
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Intra-tumor heterogeneity poses substantial challenges for cancer treatment. A tumor’s composition can be deduced by
reconstructing its mutational history. Central to current approaches is the infinite sites assumption that every genomic position can only mutate once over the lifetime of a tumor. The validity of this assumption has never been quantitatively assessed. We developed a rigorous statistical framework to test the infinite sites assumption with single-cell sequencing data.
Our framework accounts for the high noise and contamination present in such data. We found strong evidence for the same
genomic position being mutationally affected multiple times in individual tumors for 11 of 12 single-cell sequencing data sets
from a variety of human cancers. Seven cases involved the loss of earlier mutations, five of which occurred at sites unaffected
by large-scale genomic deletions. Four cases exhibited a parallel mutation, potentially indicating convergent evolution at the
base pair level. Our results refute the general validity of the infinite sites assumption and indicate that more complex models
are needed to adequately quantify intra-tumor heterogeneity for more effective cancer treatment.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
The presence of mutational heterogeneity within tumors due to
somatic cell evolution is known to be a major cause of treatment
failure (Ding et al. 2012; Greaves and Maley 2012). With the emergence of next-generation sequencing techniques, it is possible to
systematically analyze individual tumors at a genetic level from admixed cell samples and, more recently, from sequencing the DNA
of individual tumor cells (Navin 2014; Van Loo and Voet 2014).
These technical advances, together with a prospect of high-precision cancer therapies, have spurred the development of a variety
of computational approaches to reconstruct not only the clonal
structure but also the entire mutation history of individual tumors
(Strino et al. 2013; Hajirasouliha et al. 2014; Jiao et al. 2014; Kim
and Simon 2014; Qiao et al. 2014; Deshwar et al. 2015; El-Kebir et
al. 2015; Malikic et al. 2015; Niknafs et al. 2015; Popic et al. 2015;
Yuan et al. 2015; Jahn et al. 2016; Jiang et al. 2016; Ross and
Markowetz 2016; Donmez et al. 2017). A common feature of all
these approaches is the infinite sites assumption (ISA) (Kimura
1969) to exclude the possibility of the same genomic site being
hit by multiple mutations throughout the lifetime of a tumor.
However, the ISA has never been explicitly tested with sequencing
data in the context of tumor evolution. Only in the context of copy
number alterations has it been recently suggested to allow multiple
changes of the same site while still excluding recurrences of the
same state (El-Kebir et al. 2016; McPherson et al. 2016).
The ISA is convenient as it substantially restricts the search
space of possible mutation histories (Gusfield 1997), but its validity is unproven and difficult to evaluate, as many factors such as
mutation rate, cell division rate, copy number changes, and the
presence of mutational hotspots influence the probability of multiple mutations hitting the same site. On larger scales, multiple
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mutations have been observed to affect the same gene at different
genomic sites in different spatial areas and phylogenetic branches
of tumors (Gerlinger et al. 2012; Kovac et al. 2015; Yates et al.
2015), indicating convergent evolution for these driver genes.
Distinct copy number alterations have also been observed to affect
the same genes in ovarian cancer (McPherson et al. 2016). This
raises the question of whether recurrence even at the scale of individual bases, and corresponding violations of the ISA, can arise
during tumor evolution.
There are two distinct types of recurrences: parallel mutations
of the same genomic position undergoing the same substitution
independently in different lineages, and back mutations of the
same position reverting to its earlier state corresponding to a second hit in the same lineage. Mutations may however also be lost
through deletions of the genomic region containing the mutation.
Operating on a larger scale than the original point mutation, this
does not strictly contradict the assumption of genomic sites only
mutating once. However the ISA, by precluding back mutations,
implies mutations persist in the phylogeny once they have arisen.
Any loss of mutations violates persistence and invalidates the use
of the ISA in modeling the phylogeny. Parallel mutations and genuine back mutations directly violate the ISA.
In fact, the idea that every genomic position mutates at most
once over the lifetime of a tumor can be disproved by a generalization of the birthday problem (Supplemental Material). This is a
classic math puzzle that asks for the probability that two people
in a group share the same birthday. Perhaps surprisingly, this probability is already greater than 0.5 with only 23 people. Using the
same reasoning and estimates of the cumulative number of stem
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cell divisions (Tomasetti and Vogelstein 2015) and mutation rates
(Lynch 2010), we found that the probability of violating the ISA in
any tissue is almost 1 (Supplemental Material).
It is a different question, however, whether the recurrence of
mutations is likely to be observed in practice. For bulk studies of admixed samples of cell, violations of the ISA may be obscured since
mutational profiles are amalgamated before sequencing. They may
therefore be challenging to detect when deconvolving the sample
and reconstructing the tumor phylogeny. Single-cell sequencing
instead offers the potential to directly observe mutational patterns
inconsistent with the ISA. However, from the limited number of
tumor cells that are typically sequenced, only a small fraction of
mutations may be observed, and only that part of the evolutionary
history may be reconstructable. So although it is almost certain
that the ISA is violated within the tumor tissue in many cancers,
there may still be a low chance to detect a violation among a small
set of mutations observed in a small sample of cells (Supplemental
Material). The chance will however be increased by any nonuniformity in the underlying mutation rate, which can be affected by a
variety of processes, including proximity to breakpoints (Drier et
al. 2013), replication timing (Stamatoyannopoulos et al. 2009),
and chromatin organization (Schuster-Böckler and Lehner 2012).
On the other hand, mutations with a selective advantage leading
to tumor growth will be inherited by the corresponding tumor
cells making them more likely to be observable. Random passenger
mutations present before any expansion will also be similarly amplified across many cells and easier to detect. Selection potentially
affects the set of mutations observed in single-cell sequencing data
and may affect the chance of recurrent mutations.
Therefore in this paper, we develop a statistical framework
based on real tumor data to test the ISA. The method utilizes the
power of single-cell sequencing to learn high resolution pictures
of tumor evolution and accounts for the noise in such data. We
validate the method with simulation studies and then examine a
variety of single-cell sequencing data sets, uncovering widespread
violations of the ISA in human cancers.

Results

the evidence is against the ISA. The BF can be combined with estimates of the prior odds of each model to provide the posterior odds
P(MF |D)
P(MF )
= BFI
.
P(MI |D)
P(MI )
The computation of the BF requires reconstructing evolutionary histories from mutation profiles of single cells when we also
allow a single recurrent mutation (Methods). The recurrent mutation can be either a lost mutation, if the second event occurs in the
same cell lineage, or a parallel mutation that occurs in a different
lineage (Fig. 1). The reconstruction accounts for the noise in single-cell sequencing data, particularly the high levels of allelic
dropout.
Single-cell sequencing data can additionally be contaminated
by doublets, the inadvertent sequencing of more than one cell together, with some platforms having rates as high as 40% (Fluidigm
2016). We observed that high doublet contamination rates affect
the quality of the reconstructed mutation histories and thereby
can confound the model selection process. Therefore we extended
both models to account for doublets and to learn their incidence
rates from the data (Methods).
In accounting for the noise in singe-cell sequencing data, our
approach distinguishes between the random effects of doublets
and allelic dropout from the consistent effect on entire lineages
of the phylogeny of violations of the ISA. In comparing the model
with recurrence to the infinite sites model, the BF quantifies the
strength of the consistent effect and hence the improvement of
the finite sites model in explaining the data.

Summary of simulation results
Evaluation of our framework on simulated data sets with realistic
noise levels and contamination with doublets revealed that our
test has a high specificity of 90%–95% using a BF cutoff of 1
(Supplemental Material). The sensitivity increases with the number of sequenced cells. With 2–3 cells per mutation, we find a moderate sensitivity of 50%–60% with the same BF cutoff. Although
this means that some recurrent mutations will be overlooked,

Overview of the method
To identify parallel mutations (Fig. 1)
that violate the ISA, or mutational loss
that invalidates its use in modeling tumor phylogenies (Supplemental Fig. 1),
we built a method (Fig. 2) to test the infinite sites model (ISM), MI , that comprises all histories with a single event for
every mutated site, against a model MF
that allows multiple mutations at the
same site, referred to as the finite sites
model (FSM) (Methods). To compare
the two alternative models, we compute
the Bayes factor (BF) (Kass and Raftery
1995; Moffa et al. 2016) based on single-cell sequencing data, D
BFI =

P(D|MF )
.
P(D|MI )

When the FSM fits the data better
than the ISM, the BF is greater than 1,
and the larger the value, the stronger
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Figure 1. Somatic mutations occurring during tumor evolution could violate the infinite sites assumption. (A) The mutation indicated by the red diamond occurs in parallel in two different lineages. (B) The
mutation depicted by the orange circle is lost in the left branch due to a loss of heterozygosity. The mutation drawn as a yellow triangle is lost in the right branch by reverting to its original state, denoted a back
mutation.
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Figure 2. Testing the infinite sites assumption starts from the single-cell mutation data. The data are examined under both the infinite sites model of all
trees with no recurrent mutations as well as under the finite sites model of trees with one recurrence. The two competing models of tumor evolution are
compared on how well they explain the single-cell data, with one model selected via the Bayes factor.

any signaling of violations of the infinite sites assumption in real
data can be trusted.

Overview of single-cell data sets
We analyzed 12 published single-cell tumor data sets, three from
whole-exome sequencing (Table 1) and nine from targeted sequencing (Tables 2, 3). The details of the inferred parameters and
trees are discussed in the Supplemental Material, with the results
presented below.

Evidence for recurrent mutations in single-cell exome
sequencing data
Looking at a JAK2-negative myeloproliferative neoplasm (essential
thrombocythemia) for which the exomes of 58 tumor cells were sequenced, we focused on the 18 mutations classified as cancer-related (Hou et al. 2012) and found evidence for a recurrence of the
same point mutation in the RETSAT gene (Supplemental Fig.
13). Both mutations are late events that have happened at the
end of two neighboring branches. This recurrence is supported
by a BF estimate of 30, constituting reasonable evidence for a violation of the ISA.
Next, we analyzed a clear cell renal cell carcinoma for which
exome sequencing data of a total of 17 tumor cells are available
(Xu et al. 2012). Performing the model comparison based on the
35 sites informative for mutation tree reconstruction, we obtain
a BF below 1. There is therefore no evidence for a violation of the
ISA, although any such violation would be hard to detect with
the low number of sequenced cells.
In a data set of 47 cells of an estrogen-receptor positive (ER+)
breast cancer with 40 informative mutation sites (Wang et al.
2014), we found that the tree topology under both models consists
of a linear chain of mutations on top of a rather branched structure
Table 1.

further down (Supplemental Fig. 15). Under the FSM, a loss of the
early PANK3 mutation changes the upper tree structure substantially compared to the tree under the infinite sites model, in which
the mutation is forced into a side branch. Computing the BF, we
find a value of 2000, providing very strong evidence that the model with loss fits the data much better than the infinite sites model.
For the small number of cells sequenced, and assuming a uniform distribution of mutations with no selection and that all mutations are observed, we obtain the conservative estimate of the
probability of the same site among 40 changing twice via point
mutations to be rather small at 2.5 × 10−5 (Supplemental Table
7). We therefore tested loss of heterozygosity (LOH) as an alternative explanation to back mutation: If the only allele carrying the
mutation is lost at some point in the tree, sequencing descendant
cells will only yield reads from the normal allele thereby mimicking a back mutation (Fig. 1). Based on copy number data from
breast cancer samples from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)
Research Network (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/), LOH on the
PANK3 gene occurred with a probability of approximately 2 ×
10−3 and thereby much higher than for the uniform reversion of
a point mutation among 40. Copy number estimates are also provided (Wang et al. 2014) for a second set of sequenced cells, although it is difficult to determine whether LOH has occurred in
the respective region. The reason for this is because PANK3 is located on Chromosome 5, which was amplified early in the tumor evolution. Of the sequenced cells, most of them seem to still exhibit
an amplification of Chromosome 5, but this is less certain for all
cells. Some cells may then have lost a copy later, giving a possible
explanation of our observation of the mutational loss.

Evidence for recurrent mutations in single-cell panel data
We found strong evidence against the ISA in single-cell sequencing
data from the personalized panels of six childhood acute

Characteristics of the three exome sequencing data sets along with the inferred recurrent mutations and Bayes factors

Data set
Cancer type
Number of mutations
Number of cells
Recurrent mutation type
Gene
Bayes factor

Hou et al. (2012)

Xu et al. (2012)

Myeloproliferative neoplasm
18
58
Parallel
RETSAT
30

Renal cell carcinoma
35
17
—
—
0.27

Wang et al. (2014)
ER+ breast cancer
40
47
Lost
PANK3
2000
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Table 2. Characteristics of the panel sequencing data sets of six leukemia patient samples (Gawad et al. 2014) along with their inferred recurrent
mutations and Bayes factors
Patient
Number of mutations
Number of cells
Recurrent mutation type
Gene
Bayes factor

1

2

3

4

5

6

20
111
Lost
MAL2
8.6 × 105

16
115
Lost
RIMS2
330

49
150
Lost
CUL3
4.1 × 1010

78
143
Lost
IKBKB
1.8 × 107

105
96
Parallel
C1orf105
4.8 × 1015

10
146
Lost
SUSD2
9.7 × 1013

lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) patients (Gawad et al. 2014). Our
test returns extremely high BFs in the range of 105–1015 (Table 2)
for five of the cases and a more modest, but still highly significant,
BF estimate of 330 for one patient sample (patient 2). For all samples apart from patient 5, the recurrent mutation is a lost mutation.
Looking at the trees (Supplemental Figs. 16–21), we notice that for
three patients, the lost mutation is actually the first one that happened in their trees: They affect the MAL2 gene in patient 1, RIMS2
in patient 2, and SUSD2 in patient 6. For patient 4, the lost mutation was in IKBKB, which was also acquired in the tree trunk,
whereas the last case, patient 3, lost a mutation in CUL3 that was
acquired further down in a branch of the tree. Three of the five
lost mutations occur on Chromosome 8.
Because LOH events are the most likely causes of mutational
loss, we compared the lost mutations to the 16 LOH events (>10
kb) detected from the bulk data of the six leukemia patients
(Gawad et al. 2014). However, the single-cell data showed that
the large majority (13 of 16) appeared in all clones and were ancestral (Gawad et al. 2014). None of the five lost mutations we identified appeared in any of the LOH regions of the respective patient,
emphasizing that they are unlikely to be the result of large-scale deletions. The data then indicate either smaller scale deletions or
genuine back mutations with a reversion of the individual locus.
For patient 5, we observed (Fig. 3) a parallel mutation in
C1orf105 with a BF of 4.8 × 1015, so that allowing the mutation
to occur twice explains the data much better than enforcing
the ISA. Since sequencing bias is an unlikely explanation for the
extreme BF, based on analyzing the read counts in the cells
(Supplemental Material), our conclusion is that we are observing
here a real signal of the same genomic position mutating twice
in different subpopulations of a tumor.
We further analyzed the three single-cell panel sequencing data sets from a cohort of seven ovarian cancer patients
(McPherson et al. 2016). For targeted panels of 43 or 84 mutations,
between 420 and 672 cells were sequenced, offering a lot of power
to detect possible violations of the ISA. The panels included ancestral mutations lost in the tumors, which were excluded for testing
the ISA (Supplemental Material). For all three data sets, we indeed
find strong evidence against the use of the ISA (Table 3). Patient 3
exhibited a lost mutation on Chromosome 5 outside of the exome
in a region detected as suffering from LOH by McPherson et al.
(2016). The mutation in the gene PTPRZ1 in patient 9 occurs in
parallel, but on the full set of 43 mutations including those with
ancestral LOH events, the recurrent mutation fits better as lost during the evolution of the tumor. The mutation is however in a region unaffected by LOH events (McPherson et al. 2016) so that
smaller-scale deletions or a back mutation could be an alternative
explanation to the parallel mutation observed. Finally, for patient
2, we uncovered an unambiguous parallel mutation affecting the
gene AC004538.3.
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Signs of secondary parallel mutations
Because lost mutations violate the ISA but may have a simpler biological cause from LOH than a back mutation of the single genomic position reverting, we wished to examine parallel mutations
more closely because these act at the level of individual bases. In
particular, we restricted our search to consider only the highest
scoring parallel mutation for each data set. This may reveal additional violations of the ISA.
For the exome data, the recurrent mutation uncovered from
the myeloproliferative neoplasm (Hou et al. 2012) is already parallel, and no other parallel mutation scored highly. No evidence for
infinite sites violations was discovered for the kidney cancer (Xu
et al. 2012), and for the breast cancer samples (Wang et al. 2014)
no parallel mutation scored highly. For the leukemia panel data
(Gawad et al. 2014), on the other hand, we find parallel mutations
for patients 1–4 with BFs larger than 1 (Supplemental Table 5).
Three of them have moderate BFs, but for patient 3, we find a large
BF of 2.4 × 106, which indicates multiple violations of the infinite
sites hypothesis.
For patient 5, we also found multiple parallel mutations. The
top-scoring recurrence was already a parallel mutation (Table 2),
but the second highest scoring recurrence is also parallel with a
very large BF of 4.1 × 1010. That mutation occurs on Chromosome
9 at position 139923258 (hg19), which is at the ends of the ABCA2
and C9orf139 genes.
For the ovarian cancer panel data (McPherson et al. 2016),
we also find secondary highly scoring parallel recurrences:
Chromosome 7 at position 121577182 (hg19) in gene PTPRZ1
with a BF of 4.4 × 1013 for patient 2; Chromosome 5 at position
52077065 (hg19) in gene CTD-2288O8.1 with a BF of 5.8 × 1018
for patient 3; and Chromosome 8 at position 114225881 (hg19)
in gene CSMD3 with a BF of 3.2 × 1011 for patient 9.

Discussion
We have developed a statistical framework to test the infinite sites
assumption in single-cell sequencing data. Application of our

Table 3. Characteristics of the panel data sets of the three ovarian
cancers sequenced at the single-cell level (McPherson et al. 2016)
along with their inferred recurrent mutations and Bayes factors
Patient
Number of mutations
Number of cells
Recurrent mutation type
Gene
Bayes factor

2

3

9

37
588
Parallel
AC004538.3
4.4 × 1016

60
672
Lost
—
2.9 × 1033

37
420
Parallel
PTPRZ1
6.5 × 1011
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in genomic regions affected by largescale deletions. For half of the leukemia
patients, the lost mutation occurs on
Chromosome 8, pointing to a particular
role in the development of the disease.
Although our findings on the incidence
of lost mutations are limited to the small
number of patient samples available at
this point, they may be of importance
in the context of treatment strategies
that target early trunk mutations in cancer therapy. Our method can be used to
generate the trunk mutations more accurately, as evident particularly for the
breast cancer sample (Supplemental Fig.
15; Wang et al. 2014).
We also found evidence for parallel
mutations in four of the studied cases:
the JAK2-negative myeloproliferative
Figure 3. (A) The data matrix of the 105 mutations detected in the 96 single cells of patient 5 of the
neoplasm (Hou et al. 2012), patient 5 of
leukemia data set (Gawad et al. 2014). Unmutated positions are white, mutations are blue, and the rethe leukemia data set (Fig. 3; Gawad et
current mutation in C1orf105 is red. (B) The inferred mutational history under the finite sites model, when
al. 2014), and patients 2 and 9 of the ovarallowing a recurrence of the point mutation in C1orf105. The two occurrences appear at the ends of difian cancer data set (McPherson et al.
ferent lineages in the tree, separated in the two branches by 35 and 18 other mutations. The very large
2016). Having corrected for the possibiliBayes factor of 4.8 × 1015 shows that allowing the parallel mutation fits the data much better than enforcing the infinite sites assumption.
ty of doublet samples in our model, the
event of a mutation hitting the same
site twice appears here to be the most
framework to published patient data—one myeloproliferative neoplausible explanation; although for patient 9 of the ovarian cancer
data set (McPherson et al. 2016), the recurrent mutation could posplasm (Hou et al. 2012), one renal cell carcinoma (Xu et al. 2012),
sibly be a loss (Supplemental Material). Conservative estimates of
one breast tumor (Wang et al. 2014), six leukemia patients (Gawad
et al. 2014), and three ovarian cancers (McPherson et al. 2016)—
the prior odds of recurrent mutations among a small set of mutasuggests that the assumption is frequently violated. We showed
tions of interest were obtained by spreading mutations uniformly
that these findings cannot be explained by the background mutaacross the genome and assuming that all mutations are observed
(Supplemental Table 7). With these low prior estimates, the postetion rate alone, because the prior probability of mutating the same
rior probability of the infinite site hypothesis is still larger for the
base twice among a selected set of bases is low if mutations are
spread uniformly across the genome (Supplemental Table 7).
exome data of the myeloproliferative neoplasm (Hou et al. 2012).
Most of the observed violations of the infinite sites assumpFor patient 2 of the ovarian cancer data set (McPherson et al.
2016) and for patient 5 of the leukemia panel data (Gawad et al.
tion present as lost mutations, typically as the loss of an early clon2014), the BF is large enough that the posterior odds are certainly
al mutation. This may be the result of random losses of passenger
mutations, but observing this pattern in many patient samples
in favor of the infinite sites hypothesis being violated. These data
would also be compatible with selection driven by the microenviare then the “smoking gun,” showing that the possibility of infinite
ronmental or the genetic context. For example, early driver mutasites violations needs to be seriously considered and treated for single-cell data. Again, larger sample sizes will be needed to better astions may become obsolete once the tumor is established, or may
sess the practical implications of these findings, but modeling
even hinder the tumor at later stages so their loss becomes positively selected for. Hints of changing selective pressures on particular
single-cell data while allowing violations of the infinite sites hyaberrations have recently been observed for Barrett’s esophagus
pothesis provides the statistical framework for exactly that.
(Martinez et al. 2016). Loss of a copy of CDKN2A seemed to provide
The possibility of violations of the infinite sites assumption
necessitates substantial adaptations in present-day models for rea fitness advantage for clones experiencing acid reflux but a disadconstructing mutation histories of tumors. For example, in models
vantage when the acid is suppressed under treatment. Clones that
regain the CDKN2A copy could then potentially experience posidesigned for bulk sequencing data, a core assumption to decontive selection. Single-cell sequencing at different time points, or
volve admixed mutation profiles is that the cellular frequency of
under different treatment pressures, offers a powerful tool for elua point mutation distributes over a single clade in the tumor phylogeny, a restriction that is contrary to the recurrence of a mutacidating the underlying tumor evolution and its selective environtion in different parts of the tree. When looking at models based
ment, especially when coupled with models like ours, which allow
violations of mutational persistence.
on single-cell data such as SCITE (Jahn et al. 2016), the changes
A simpler explanation than back mutations for mutational
necessary to accommodate finite sites seem less profound, as indicated by the extension introduced in this paper to allow a single
loss is LOH, the loss of a chromosomal segment that comprises a
recurrent mutation. We also used this method to search for multimutated site. In tumors rich in copy number alterations, such an
ple recurrences by restricting the recurrence to parallel mutations
event would have a reasonably high prior probability, because
the same site is much easier hit by two or more such large-scale alin data in which higher scoring lost mutations had been observed.
terations than by two point mutations. In the leukemia data set
This uncovered evidence of multiple violations of the ISA, but a
strict statistical test would need to account for the higher scoring
(Gawad et al. 2014), the lost mutations we identified did not occur
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recurrences as well. However, the generalization toward the recurrence of an unknown number of mutations in unknown multiplicities entails a vast extension of the underlying search space.
For single-cell data, we additionally have the issue of high
doublet rates, which can severely affect reconstruction quality
when not being explicitly modeled. Although the accidental sequencing of more than one cell could be relatively easily prevented
by rigorously checking samples prior to sequencing, it is likely to
take some time before this issue is solved reasonably well for all
technology platforms, including high-throughput assays. Meanwhile, it is essential to integrate doublets in models for reconstructing mutation histories from single-cell data. Especially for testing
the ISA, modeling doublets is necessary, since even a small number
of doublets can interfere with the test. As we have shown in this
work, modeling doublets is straightforward for a mutation-centric
approach like SCITE (Jahn et al. 2016). For sample-centric approaches such as BitPhylogeny (Yuan et al. 2015) and OncoNEM
(Ross and Markowetz 2016), the integration of doublets may be a
bit more involved, as the topology underlying the evolutionary
history is no longer tree-like in the presence of admixed samples.
Along with accounting for doublet contamination, our modeling deals with the typical noise in single-cell sequencing data, especially high false negative rates from allelic dropout and missing
data from a lack of coverage. In testing the ISA, our method disentangles consistent effects of violations of the ISA from random sequencing noise. Particularly for targeted sequencing, however,
certain primers may be less effective than others. This may lead
to higher rates of missing data and introduce correlations in the
mutational noise profiles across cells. Tackling such correlations
with a more granular approach could be an interesting extension
of our approach. The error model we used, however, can also be
viewed as allowing full granularity of each mutation in each cell
having its own error profile, drawn independently from the
same underlying distribution.
We focused in this work on testing the infinite sites assumption for point mutations in tumor evolution. This extends more
generally to any cell lineages and their phylogeny, where we
know that violations become increasingly likely for larger sets of
cells and mutations. Looking at larger-scale lesions in cancer,
such as copy number alterations, the importance of allowing recurrent mutations becomes even more pronounced. These alterations
typically affect larger segments, which make it much more likely
that the same site is affected multiple times. To model this type
of lesion, either alone or together with SNVs to integrate LOH,
dropping the infinite sites assumption becomes even more crucial.
Outside of tumor evolution, substitution models allowing recurrent mutations have been well developed and efficiently implemented (Ronquist et al. 2012; Bouckaert et al. 2014; Stamatakis
2014) but do not directly account for the mixing of clones in
bulk samples or the noise inherent in single-cell sequencing. For
tumor sequencing data, recent work using the less restrictive infinite alleles assumption (El-Kebir et al. 2016), Dollo parsimony
with loss (McPherson et al. 2016), or penalizing violations
(Marass et al. 2016) are promising first steps. However, additional
work on accurate models of tumor evolution and their inference
from sequencing data is essential.

Methods

cells and the tree structure reflects the cell division history. Tree
edges are labeled with mutation events, and all cells below a mutation can be expected to exhibit this mutation, e.g., the left-most
tree in Figure 4A.
Models for somatic cell evolution typically make the infinite
sites assumption that restricts any genomic site to host no more
than one mutation event. Dropping this assumption means allowing not just one but multiple occurrences of the mutations
in a cell lineage tree. For simplicity, we allow here just a single
mutation to occur twice. If the two copies of the same mutation
happen in different branches, we refer to them as parallel mutations. A mutation that occurs twice in the same lineage represents
a lost mutation. We interpret this as the second mutation undoing
the first mutation such that samples that have two copies of a
mutation in their history would not exhibit the mutation, e.g.,
Figure 4A.
In SCITE (Jahn et al. 2016), we utilized mutation trees as an alternative representation of mutation histories. The mutations
form the tree nodes that are connected based on their partial temporal order (Fig. 4B). A root is added to define the direction of the
tree. Cell samples may attach to any of the nodes, and we expect
them to contain all mutations on the path from the root to their
attachment point. As with cell lineage trees, we can have parallel
and lost mutations. The complete mutation history is defined by
a pair (T, s), where T is the mutation tree and s is the attachment
array in which entry j encodes the node at which sample cell sj
attaches to the mutation tree. For the trees in Figure 4, we have
the attachment vectors

s = (R, M3 , M3 , M2 , M4 , M2 , M2 ),
s = (R, M3 , M3 , M2 , M4 , M3′ , M3′ ),
s = (R, M3 , M3 , M2 , M4 , M1′ , M1′ ).

(1)

The mutation states of the cell samples can also be represented as a mutation matrix E. Here, entry (i, j) encodes the presence of a mutation Mi in a cell sj with a 1 and its absence with a 0
(Fig. 4C). In practice, it is not necessary to construct the complete
mutation matrix, as its entries can be obtained from T and sj , the
jth entry of the attachment vector. Let ancT (sj ) be the set of mutations that are ancestors of sj in T including σj itself, then we
have

Eij =

1 if Mi [ ancT (sj )
0 otherwise

(2)

′

if Mi is a unique mutation. For Mi and Mi being the two instances
of a recurrent mutation, we have
⎧
⎨1
Eij = 1
⎩
0

′

if Mi [ ancT (sj ) and Mi  ancT (sj )
′
if Mi  ancT (sj ) and Mi [ ancT (sj )
otherwise

(3)

to encode the state after the mutation loss as a 0 in the mutation
matrix.

Error model
In practice, we observe a noisy version D of the expected mutation
matrix E. If the true mutation value is 0, we may observe a 1 with
a probability of α (false positive); if the true value is 1, we may
observe a 0 with probability β (false negative)

Tree models
The genealogy of somatic cells can be represented as a cell lineage
tree, a rooted labeled binary tree, where the leaves represent the
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P(Dij = 0|Eij = 0) = (1 − a), P(Dij = 1|Eij = 0) = a,
P(Dij = 0|Eij = 1) = b, P(Dij = 1|Eij = 1) = (1 − b).

(4)
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Figure 4. (A) Cell lineage trees of seven cells. (Left) No recurrent mutations; (middle) parallel mutation, a mutation occurs twice in separate lineages,
denoted as M3 and M3′ , cells below both occurrences exhibit this mutation; (right) lost mutation, a second occurrence of a mutation in the same lineage
brings the genomic site back to the original state, i.e., cells located below M1′ do not exhibit this mutation. (B) Mutation trees with attached cell samples.
Each tree corresponds to the cell lineage tree in the same column. (C) Mutation matrices with binary states, each corresponds to the mutation tree in
the same column. Entry (i,j) contains the expected state of mutation Mi in cell sj, 0 for absence and 1 for presence in the cell. The red zeros in the matrix
on the right are due to the placement of cells s6 and s7 below M1′ , the second occurrence of mutation M1, which brings the genomic site back to the
original state.

Missing data do not contribute to the likelihood
P(Dij = NA|Eij = 0) = 1,
P(Dij = NA|Eij = 1) = 1.

unnormalized marginal likelihood as the tree score

P(D|T, s).
s(T) =
(5)

(8)

s

Modeling doublets
Assuming the observational errors are independent of each
other, the likelihood of the data given a mutation tree T and
knowledge of the attachment of the samples s is
P(D|T, s) =

n 
m


P(Dij |Eij ),

(6)

i=1 j=1

where E is the expected mutation matrix for T and s. To obtain the
marginal tree likelihood independent of attachments, we sum over
all attachment vectors s
P(D|T) =



P(D|T, s)P(s|T).

(7)

s

With m cells and n mutations, this can be computed efficiently in time O(mn) (Jahn et al. 2016). Using a uniform prior for the
sample attachment, P(s|T) becomes just a normalization constant
that can be taken out of the sum. In the following, we refer to the

In single-cell sequencing, it can happen that accidentally two (or
more) cells are processed together, which generates an admixed
mutation profile of these cells (Fig. 5). For our binary mutation
states, we assume that a mutation is called whenever it is present
in at least one of the cells.
The two cells of a doublet sample sj can attach to different
nodes of the mutation tree. Hence we change the attachment
vector such that each entry j consists of a pair (sj , s′j ) to indicate
the two attachment points. The expected mutation vector is
then defined as
⎧
1 if Mi [ ancT (sj ) and Mi′  ancT (sj )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ 1 if Mi  ancT (sj ) and Mi′ [ ancT (sj )
Eij = 1 if Mi [ ancT (s′j ) and Mi′  ancT (s′j )
(9)
⎪
⎪
⎪ 1 if Mi  ancT (s′j ) and Mi′ [ ancT (s′j )
⎪
⎩
0 otherwise.
To accommodate for doublets in our model, we allow each
sample to be a doublet with probability δ and a single cell with
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Figure 5. Tree reconstruction in the presence of doublet samples. (A) Cell lineage tree with doublets (gray boxes). (B) Mutation tree with true sample
attachment. Doublet samples (s3, s3′ ) and (s4, s4′ ) each attach to two different nodes. (C) Mutation matrix with combined mutation states for the doublet
samples. Mutations are counted as present in a doublet sample if present in at least one of the cells. (D) A tree with a recurrence of mutation M2 and no
doublets is an alternative explanation for the mutation matrix in C.

probability (1 − δ). To obtain the likelihoods P′ (D|T) under this
model, we first consider each sample separately. Let Dj be the
observed mutation profile of sample sj, then we denote as
n
+1 
n
′

P1 (Dj |T) =

P(Dij |T, sj )P(sj |T)

(10)

sj =1 i=1

the likelihood for sample sj under the assumption that the sample
is a single cell. The use of n′ + 1, instead of n + 1 in the sum, accounts for the changing tree size when recurrences are allowed.
For n mutations with a single recurrence, we have n′ = n + 1 tree
nodes apart from the root, while n′ = n in case of n unique mutations. Similarly we obtain

We use Bayes factors for the model selection,
BFI =

P(D|MF )
.
P(D|MI )

A value of BFI > 1 means that the data are better explained by
the finite sites model than by the infinite sites model. The larger
the number, the stronger the evidence. To obtain the likelihood
under MI , we sum over all mutation trees with a single node for
each mutated site observed in D which gives us

P(D, T|MI )
P(D|MI ) =
T[MI

=



P(D|T, MI )P(T|MI )

T[MI

P2 (Dj |T) =

n
 

n′ +1

n′ +1

sj =1 s′j =1 i=1

P(Dij |T, sj , sj′ )P(sj |T)P(sj′ |T)

(11)

for the case that sj consists of two cells. To combine the two likelihoods, we weight them by the respective single-cell and doublet
probability
P ′ (Dj |T) = (1 − d)P1 (Dj |T) + dP2 (Dj |T).

(12)

Then assuming that the sample attachments are independent
of each other, the complete likelihood is the product over all
samples
P′ (D|T) =

m


[(1 − d)P1 (Dj |T) + dP2 (Dj |T)].

(13)

=



s(T) = P′ (D|T)(n′ + 1)m .

(14)

Model selection
To test the infinite sites hypothesis, we compare the evidence our
observed data D provide in favor of model MI , consisting of trees
with unique mutations, and a model that allows for recurrent mutations. For simplicity, we focus here on the model MF with exactly one repeated mutation. Finding strong evidence to favor MF
over MI would be sufficient to reject the infinite sites hypothesis.
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(16)

P(D|T)P(T|MI ).

T[MI

The dependency on MI in P(D|T) can be dropped, as the data
are no longer influenced by the model once the tree is fixed. To obtain the tree likelihood, we sum over all attachment vectors, such
that

P(D|MI ) =
P(D|T, s) P(s|T)P(T|MI )
T[MI s
.
(17)

s(T)

The unnormalized marginal tree likelihood is the tree score
s(T) as defined in Equation 8. Lastly using a uniform distribution
for the prior on trees and sample attachments under a given model, we obtain

j=1

Because we have to account for all pairings of cell attachments, the time complexity of calculating the likelihood is O
(mn 2). To obtain a tree score analogous to Equation 8, which is
more useful for combinatorial considerations later, we divide the
tree likelihood by the prior probability for a single attachment, a
factor shared by all terms of the sum

(15)

P(D|MI ) =

1 
s(T),
KI T[M

(18)

I

where KI is the number of pairs (T, s) belonging to MI ,
KI = (n + 1)n+m−1 .

(19)

The finite sites model is the union of models M1 , . . . , Mn ,
where each Mi comprises all trees in which only mutation i has
a second occurrence. We then have
P(D|Mi ) =

1 
s(T),
Ki T[M

(20)

i

where Ki is the number of pairs (T, s) belonging to Mi .
However, for the model comparison, we are only interested in
trees that do not just re-create trees from the infinite sites model in
the sense that the recurrent mutation does not give rise to any
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additional mutation profiles compared to a tree without the recurrence. For example, if the recurrent mutation is the direct child or
parent of the original copy, or if it shares a parent, then the recurrence can be removed. Excluding such trees from consideration
and our model space leads to
Ki =

1
(n − 1)(n + 2)n−1+m ,
2

(21)

as derived in the Supplemental Material.
Another simple example is the case in which the recurrent
mutation has no descendant mutations and no samples attached
to it. Then we recover a tree with no recurrent mutation, and
we should also exclude such cases. This possibility however depends on where the samples attach, rather than just on the
tree, so it cannot be excluded from the model space without interfering with the marginalization over s. Instead we include
this possibility in our model class, along with further cases discussed in the Supplemental Material, but correct for their effect
by deriving an upper bound for the number of trees and attachment pairs in MF that truly make use of the recurrent mutation
and use
K̃ F = n[Ki − (n − 1)KI ].

(22)

Likewise, we obtain lower bounds for the model likelihood
and the Bayes factor



1  
P(D|MF ) ≥
s(T) − ne
s(T)
(23)
K̃F i T[Mi
T[MI
and
BFI ≥

KI
K̃ F


i


s(T)
− n2 e .
s(T)

T[Mi
T[MI

(24)

The derivation of the bounds is detailed in the Supplemental
Material.
When calculating the tree scores, we take fixed values for the
error rates, either those provided with the data or learned under
the infinite sites model. For the double rate δ, for each tree we
find the value that maximizes the score with numerical optimization equivalent to the EM algorithm. We also calculate as d̂ the
fraction of samples that are doublets involving mutations from
two lineages, since doublets from a single lineage could be modeled as singlets instead.

Approximation
Typically there will be one recurrent mutation that increases the
likelihood of the finite sites model much more strongly than the
others

s(T),
(25)
i∗ = arg max
i

we estimate this value for each model using the MCMC scheme developed in SCITE (Jahn et al. 2016) to search the space of rooted
mutation trees.
Given the current tree T, we propose a tree T′ from the same
model according to one of the three move types with some proposal probability q(T′ |T) and accept the move with probability

T[Mi

so that in the sum over i in Equation 24, the terms for the other Mi
can essentially each be replaced by the sum over the copies of trees
inside MI and


KI
T[Mi∗ s(T)
BFI ≥
− ne .
(26)
K̃ F
T[MI s(T)

Estimation via MCMC
In general, the sum over all tree scores cannot be computed for the
two models because both comprise a vast number of trees, which
grows super-exponentially in the number of mutations. Instead

r = min



q(T|T ′ )s(T ′ )
1,
,
q(T ′ |T)s(T)

(27)

so that we obtain (after some burn in time) a sampler that provides
trees proportionally to s(T). Running the sampler for enough
steps, we will not only find a tree with the best score in a model M,
T ∗ = arg max s(T),
T[M

(28)

but also the total number of trees with the optimal score,
c(T ∗ ) = #{T [ M|s(T) = s(T ∗ )}.

(29)

In general, the optimal tree will be unique because of the marginalization over the attachment of samples (or we have two
equivalent copies with labels swapped in MF ). If two or more mutations appear in exactly the same set of sampled cells (up to missing data), then the number of trees will grow, but equally for both
model classes, so the factors of c will cancel anyway. For completeness, however, we treat the arbitrary case here.
For our estimation of the sum score, we now make use of the
fact that in a sequence of trees sampled after burn-in, the fraction
of optimal trees approximates the ratio between the sum score of
all optimal trees and the sum score over the whole tree space:
Number of optimal trees sampled
c(T ∗ )s(T ∗ )
≈
.
Number of trees sampled
T[M s(T)

(30)

For this approximation to work, we need to know how
long the MCMC needs to run until it has certainly converged.
Then the chain of each run is equally likely to discover each of
the maximally scoring trees. With the number of currently discovered maximal trees and the probability of discovering each of them
in a run (or per state in the chain and the correlation between
states), we can estimate and bound the probability that we are still
missing any maximally scoring trees (or even better scoring ones).
We can then simply run enough chains to reduce this to very low
values.
For the left part of Equation 30, we simply need to know how
often we hit a maximal tree in a typical chain. For this, we run the
chain several times and record, after a burn in period, the time the
chain spends at the maximal score.
Simply running this procedure once for M = MI and once for
M = Mi∗ then allows us to find an approximation for the ratio in
Equation 26. Running many chains gives confidence intervals on
the ratios and hence on the final BFs.

Approximation via s (T )
For some data, the posterior may be very flat, which prohibits sampling of the set of maximum scoring trees in reasonable time. For
such cases, we make the approximation that the ratio of sampling
the optimal trees in each model class is the same for both model
classes so that
s(T ∗ ) /



(31)

s(T)

T[M

with the same proportionality constant for both model classes.
Then we can effectively replace the sum over all trees in the BFs
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by s(T∗ ), the score of a single maximum scoring tree


KI s(T ∗ [ Mi∗ )
B̃FI 
−
ne
.
K̃F s(T ∗ [ MI )

(32)

Finding the maximal score can also be made more efficient by
monotonically changing the score landscape (for example, raising
the score to some power γ), which can be adapted to speed up the
MCMC search.
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